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the war between dong zhuo and the rebel leader, zhang youshi, is ended in a fierce conflict at the battle of pan gate, where the rebel forces are defeated and the rebel leader, zhang youshi, killed. this is what happens

when your mistress cannot beat a man with a fragrant, amber-like skin and a fightin’ stance. dong zhuo’s victory over the rebels means that there are fewer rebels to oppose him, and he’s able to quickly move on to his
next campaign. in 119 ad, zhuo immediately sends his troops to wipe out the rebels once and for all. dong zhuo begins with a mission that nearly puts his entire team in the grave: to hunt down the rebels, just as they do

to the imperial guards. to survive, they have to also hunt down the rebels. dong zhuo is secretly a corrupt and ambitious warlord and is motivated by his desire to expand his empire. he reserves his interest in religion,
especially cults with a martial focus, he is in charge of the dong zhuo cult that worships the yellow emperor, and is the leader of the han ning he yuan (loosely translated as “bright and mournful cult”). dong zhuo’s
topknot is referred to as his red tortoise cap and he wears it to symbolise leadership in conjunction with his skills as a ruler. in his narrative video “the red tortoise”, dong zhuo explains how he has risen above the

common ranks of chinese warlords through discipline, skill and philosophy. he also passionately explains why he founded the red cult – to preserve his legacy and bring peace to the chinese. however, it is not the only
part of dong zhuo’s character that is demanding.
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threads discussing empress have descended into chaos, with supporters jostling with detractors over the perceived size of the empress ego and whether or not some of her philosophical musings ( 1, 2, 3 ) are best aired on forums dedicated to cracking or
somewhere else far, far away. either way, these issues have now become irretrievably entwined with her persona resulting in both hostility and an extremely toxic environment. this is more personal than technical and is inspired by the recent events with empress.

it’s not meant to be derogatory, but to inform others of what the life of a cracker is like, the motivations of the ones involved, and what they do. it explains the no-holds-barred approach of some of the more vocal members and supports my thinking that a
meaningful, personal commentary is the key to change. i’m a member of c000005, the group with whom empress broke-in on the codex scene. i’ll answer any questions you have, or if you want to hear about a pretty interesting break-in experience of my own, just

message me and i’ll email you the information. codex are an enthusiastic empress group that have been around for some time now and have a reputation for being one of the best cracking teams around. c000005 was formed by mikal and me, and i’ve been
involved with the group since we started. we crack first-party games, and i’ve been a member of this group for some time now. my profile was created on the codex forums and i started answering questions a few days ago, mainly to help people distinguish us from

the other crack groups that will crop up as the news about our break-in hits the news. we’re a focused group that crack games and games we’re concerned about, and that’s all. 5ec8ef588b
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